Flight Campaign ID: 2017_P1C1
FBO ID & City: Boulder Municipal Airport (KBDU) - Boulder, CO
Domain: 00
Sites Flown: None
Days left in Domain: 0
Flight Hours: 00:00
Hours until maintenance: N/A

Date: 2017-11-06
Report Author: Cameron Chapman
Pilots: Randy Franzen, Dylan Malfatti
Flight Crew: None
Ground/GPS: None
Additional Personnel: None

GPS Instruments:
None

Summary:
Payload One was removed from the aircraft today signaling the end on P1C1! This has been an exceptional year not only for Flight Ops But all of AOP! We’ve flown more sites and processed more data than ever before! We overcame adversity in the forms of mechanical issues, software/hardware problems and weather. We’ve all put in many hours, and pushed to the end. Great teamwork everyone! Until Next year!

Issues/Concerns:
None

Comments:
Payload 1,2,3 will be delivered to the lab tomorrow
Payload 1 being removed from Aircraft on 11/06/17

Here are a few pictures from the flight season. Enjoy!
Here are a few behind the scenes pictures from the flight season. Enjoy!

A View of the D09 WOOD Tower in the distance as Ivana and Cameron recover the GPS base-station
Abe and Mitch repair NIS Shutter failure in D05
For those of you unfamiliar, this is Bob. He is the Flight Ops “Elf On A shelf” Quasi mascot. In the picture above, he was observing NIS operations.
Ivana frames the perfect Sunset in D09
Transiting from D03 KTVI – D03 KISM
After waiting over an hour in the hangar for a tow-out in Birmingham AL, Abe and a pilot tell a few jokes.